Classics
Luxury Vinyl Planks

Stones

GREAT BRITAIN

Classics

Classics

The perfect balance of
style and practicality
Stones
Stones
Our Classics Collection combines authentic
natural character and charm of wood in a
low maintenance, water resistant flooring
that lasts a lifetime.

UltraCore

UltraCore

A blend of British style and
sophistication is what catches
your eye when you consider
choosing from our Brampton
Chase Classics Collection.
Textured timber designs bring
the enduring realism of wood
into your home and offer
you a floor enriched with a
timeless sense of tradition.
Classics looks stunning
whilst being durable and low
maintenance, making it ideal
for every home.
There’s so much to love
about our Classics Collection.

Classics

Classics

First impressions
that last
Stones
Stones
Classics is our wood effect luxury vinyl plank collection,
which is a water resistant, glue-down flooring that can
be fitted in almost any environment.

UltraCore

Stain
Resistant

Water
Resistant
Underfloor
Heating
Compatible

UltraCore

Made from easy-to-maintain contemporary materials, the
natural tones of the large plank layout remain stunning day in,
day out. And this means that with its embossed, easy clean but
durable surface, you can delight in the touch of nature in your
home for years to come.

Hygienic
Surface

The exquisite features of Classics include

Low
Maintenance

A choice of rich, natural colours and tones
Large plank layout to enhance the beauty of the wood effect
Deep emboss for textured realism

Easycare
Surface

Realistic
Emboss
Surface

Easy clean surface
Water and stain resistant

Lifetime
Guarantee*

0.5mm commercial grade wear layer
Lifetime guarantee*
Royal Oak

*Subject to T&Cs

There’s so much
to love about Classics
Stones

Perfect in any space
Kitchen

Lounge

Dining

Office

Kitchen

Dining

Bedroom

Conservatory

UltraCore
Bathroom

Commercial
& Work spaces

Lounge

Bedroom

Conservatory

Office

Bathroom

Commercial
& Work spaces

Classics works for the whole
family from children to pets,
it’s durable yet takes minimal
effort to maintain. Indulge in
wonderful designs that are all
created for modern living.

Add natural character to
any space with a Brampton
Chase Luxury Vinyl Floor.
Every collection is made
from contemporary materials
and finished with a premium
surface design.

Classics

Classics has a commercial
grade wear layer making it
ideal for home, work and
retail spaces.

Stones
Classics has a hygienic, slip
resistant surface created to
withstand the demands of
everyday life, whilst being
very quiet, gentle and
comfortable underfoot.

Classics is engineered
to combine extreme
resilience with authentic
natural looks. There’s no
compromise between
performance and style.

UltraCore

Classics is as versatile as you
need it to be, being both
moisture and heat resistant
it can be fitted in just about
any interior space and over
underfloor heating systems.

Classics protective UV
surface coating prevents
dust or dirt from being
embedded and makes it
very resistant to stains.
White Painted Oak

GREAT BRITAIN

Classics

Classics

Comfortable in
every home Stones
Stones
Whether it’s a bustling urban hot-spot or a calm rural setting
there is a style to suit you with performance to rely on.

UltraCore

Silver Oak

UltraCore

Browse the
Collection

White Painted Oak

Grey Washed Oak

Calming soft tones exude subtle luxury.
Our White Painted Oak finish is the lightest colour in the
collection and can invigorate any room. Soft neutral tones and
gentle grain introduce serenity wherever it’s needed. Let this
versatile design work its magic in any interior space alongside
strong accent colours or as the base for a tranquil haven.

A mixed blend of greys create an elegant environment.
Our Grey Washed Oak finish is a beautifully stylish design
that brings an air of charm to your home. Subtle grain
and delicate knot details are enhanced by a light surface
wash that softens the appearance without losing impact.
From urban settings to rural retreats, you can create
your ideal interior around this floor.

Order your free sample

Order your free sample

Distressed Oak
Teeming with character to uplift any space.
Our Distressed Oak finish adds an abundance of aged charm
and character to any space. Pronounced grain pattern and knot
details create a naturally weathered style for a shabby-chic finish.
Distressed Oak works superbly with a huge variety of interior
styles helping you achieve your perfect look.

Order your free sample

Arctic Grey Oak

Limed Oak

A mix of natural tones to freshen up any room.
Our Arctic Grey Oak finish provides a superbly
versatile base on which to build the character of
any room. Its unique combination of cooler grey
grain over a warm white backdrop can truly refresh
any space. An all-purpose, adaptable flooring to
compliment an array of colour schemes.

Genteel even tones make an elegant impact.
Our Limed Oak finish adds an aura of grace and
calm to the home. A balanced warm colour palette
blends into fine grain detail with darker contours and
knots. Comfortable alongside any current trends in
decor, this time-honoured design is a true classic.

Order your free sample

Order your free sample

Frosted Oak

Oak Driftwood

Brimming with unique traits that make an impression.
Our Frosted Oak finish brings a real focal point to any
environment. This design merges together striking
cross-cut saw marks with a stunning variety of warm tones.
Create a dynamic edge in any interior with Frosted Oak.

For when a room needs to exude character.
Our Oak Driftwood finish creates a floor rich
with character and flair. Eye-catching knots
and a distinctive grain draw the eye around the
room. A naturally worn appearance gives a real
vintage feel. When you’re looking for character
and impact that lasts for years, look no further.

Order your free sample

Order your free sample

Silver Oak
A touch of grandeur featuring a refined grain pattern.
Our Silver Oak finish is both relaxing and plush, with
sumptuous natural patterns in an impressive plank.
Blending neutral grey tones with chic grain detailing
makes for a truly luxurious addition. Perfect for all
spaces and exceptional for bedrooms.

Order your free sample

Old English Oak

Weathered Oak

A modern take on a traditional design.
Our Old English Oak finish brings a sense of trustworthy,
natural durability to any floor. When rural inspiration needs
to reach modern lifestyles, this design can accommodate
all demands. A firm favourite, perfectly suited
to country-inspired interiors.

A little on the wild-side.
Our Weathered Oak finish is one of the most striking
designs within the collection. Gorgeous swirling grain
and bold warm colour variations are the foundation
of this unique choice. Add a dash of naturally inspired
excitement to any space.

Order your free sample

Order your free sample

Royal Oak
Stylish, regal and very comforting.
Our Royal Oak finish is richly laced with warming
hues to conjure a soothing and heartfelt mood.
Characterful dark intricate grain is enhanced with
small sections of cross-cut saw marks. Perfect for
cosy living areas through to large open plan spaces.

Order your free sample

Farmhouse Oak

Manor Oak

A traditionally rustic style with idyllic tones.
Our Farmhouse Oak finish brings a rustic feel
that echoes the understated quality of genuine
aged oak. A natural choice when a sense of
added solidity and strength is needed. Excellent
to add a touch of down-to-earth rural charm.

Panache and prestige wrapped up in one.
Our Manor Oak finish provides a touch of luxury
and real sense of distinction. Warm tones are
accompanied with stunning natural grain patterns
that flow through every plank. A stunningly elegant
addition and superb in entertaining areas.

Order your free sample

Order your free sample

Designs

Style your floor
Oak Driftwood

Plank Size 177.8 x 1219.2mm

Tailor your Brampton Chase flooring
with exciting fitting patterns.
White Painted Oak

Silver Oak

Any of our designs can be
installed in an array of styles.
Grey Washed Oak

Old English Oak

Straight Lay

Straight lay
with border

Straight Lay

Straight lay
with border

45° Angle

45° with
Border

Brampton Chase Classics is an extremely versatile
product. It can be installed in any room and also
laid in many bespoke design patterns.
Distressed Oak

Weathered Oak
Add greater impact by using angles or
incorporating design strips within your design.

Arctic Grey Oak

Royal Oak

There’s a few layout inspirations displayed here,
simply speak with your local retailer for further
details on what 45°
canAngle
be achieved with45°
your
flooring.
with
Border

Limed Oak

Farmhouse Oak

Frosted Oak

Manor Oak

Ships Decking

Large
Herringbone

Ships Decking

Large
Herringbone

Classics

Classics

Brampton’s protective UV surface coating
is applied to every plank for added protection
and a subtle matt finish.

Stones

UltraCore
Nature in High Definition,
this superior photographic
layer adds the natural
wood design to the
plank. Controlled colour,
accurate, consistent
and stunning.

Classics

The finest detail
Stones

Advanced durability with a clear PU
wear layer, which protects the floor’s
design and adds the realistic, textured
grain effect.

UltraCore

Floor Type

Dryback LVT

Installation

Stickdown

Stones

Stain
Resistant

Stones

Thickness

3mm

Wear Layer

0.5mm

Bevel

No

Plank Size

177.8 x 1219.2mm

Pack Coverage

3.26m2

UltraCore
The Core layer
brings balance,
flexibility and
stability to
every plank.

Classics
Water
Resistant
Underfloor
Heating
Compatible
Hygienic
Surface

UltraCore

Planks per pack

15

Notified Body

TUV Rheinland

Slip Resistance

Class R10

Reaction to Fire

Class Bfl-s1

Guarantee*

Residential Lifetime / Commercial 15 Years

Use

Heavy Domestic, Heavy Contract

Underfloor Heating

Suitable for all types, 27°C Max

Design strips available for ships decking & border patterns
Essential strength and grip
through a support layer
designed to provide a strong
foundation and maximum
grip on installation.

*Subject to terms and conditions. For further information and guides please visit www.bramptonchase.co.uk

Easycare
Surface

Low
Maintenance
Realistic
Emboss
Surface
Lifetime
Guarantee*
*Subject to T&Cs

Registered
Emboss
Surface

Registered
Emboss
Surface

Lifetime
bramptonchase.co.uk
Guarantee*

5G

XL

Secure
5G Click

You’re fully protected with Brampton Chase.
Lifetime
Guarantee*
Simply register your warranty online.

5G

Secure
5G Click

Built-in
Acoustic
Underlay

Built-in
Acoustic
Underlay

Phthalate
Free

Phthalate
Free

Extra Large
Planks

Fast-fit
Flooring

Find your local approved
Brampton Chase retailer.
Or browse and order
free samples.

XL

Extra Large
Planks

Fast-fit
Flooring

